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NEW YORK (Standard & Poor's) Feb. 9, 2015--Standard & Poor's Ratings Services
said today it assigned its 'CCC-' issue-level rating to the city of Buenos
Aires' (CCC-/Negative/--) proposed up to $500 million senior unsecured notes.
The amortizing notes, pursuant to the city of Buenos Aires' medium-term note
program (series 11), will mature in 2021 and will be denominated in dollars.
The proceeds of the note issuance will be used to pay off the city's $475
million notes due April 6, 2015.
The foreign currency rating on the city of Buenos Aires reflects our 'CCC-'
transfer and convertibility (T&C) risk assessment for the country. Therefore,
we cap our ratings on the city and on its notes at the same level as that on
the T&C assessment. Despite the significant foreign exchange restrictions
prevailing in Argentina, public and private entities have not faced direct
constraints to access foreign exchange to pay down international notes.
However, pressure continues on Argentina's external liquidity, particularly
due to the sovereign's prolonged default since July 30, 2014. In our view, we
have fully incorporated these risks in our 'CCC-' foreign currency rating on
the city.
Including the $500 million issuance, we expect the city's total debt stock to
surpass Argentine peso (ARP) $22.6 billion or about 36% of the city's
estimated 2014 operating revenues, compared with 29% estimated at the end of
2014. However, this increase in the city's debt stock will reverse once the
city repays its $475 million notes in April of this year. Therefore, we don't
believe this additional debt will hurt the city's financial profile, and we
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expect the city's low debt levels will continue to support its
creditworthiness.
The rating on the city of Buenos Aires also reflects the challenges of
operating amid low GDP growth, high inflation, and a significant degree of
uncertainty over the central government's medium-term financial policies.
Additionally, the rating reflects the city's good fiscal performance, with
operating balances of about 15% of operating revenues expected over the next
three years, and a high degree of fiscal independence from the central
government.
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Complete ratings information is available to subscribers of RatingsDirect at
www.globalcreditportal.com and at www.spcapitaliq.com. All ratings affected by
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this rating action can be found on Standard & Poor's public Web site at
www.standardandpoors.com. Use the Ratings search box located in the left
column.
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